


• His research focus is how tidal fresh forested wetlands (TFFW) regulate 
transport of sediment and materials to downstream estuaries

• He has a particular focus on effects of sea level rise, but much of the work 
informs our questions too

how do sediment deposition patterns change along salinity gradient?





• In freshwater sites, markers of watershed sediment 

• More saline sources as you go  down – so sediment sources change (not so 
much watershed)

• Comparing tidal swamps with nontidal floodplains and downstream OH marsh

• Nontidal floodplains match tidal fresh sediment concentrations; both are low 
relative to OH marsh.

• With regard to short-term sediment accretion: 

• Greater in OH than in nontidal and lower TFFW.



Choptank was an exception; higher rates in head-of-tide TFFW. 

• Hypothesized that Hurricane Irene generated a large sediment pulse that was 
trapped in the TFFW. 

Patterns in the Pocomoke also differed a bit. One 

• hypothesis was less available sediment

• “upstream TFFW cases a sediment shadow until you reach ETM”.







Pulling it together:

• Watershed sediment supply is going through NT coastal floodplains, but some is 
getting to head of tide. 

• Estuarine sediment is sloshing back and forth, getting to OH system and maybe 
sometimes a little farther upstream.

• High accretion rates in nontidal floodplain; highest accretion in OH; low/variable in 
head of tide, and lowest accretion rate in lower tidal fresh. 

Conclusions: sediment availability is running out until you get to where estuarine 
sediment is available.

• “Sediment shadow” is not occurring everywhere, or all the time. How widespread is 
it, and when?



Discussion:

York estuary is loaded with sediment. If sediment’s not getting into the York from 
upstream, then where is it coming from? 

• historical artifact; legacy sediment from greater loads in past centuries.
• Recent watershed loads have decreased
• Could be that large events sediment is still shooting down past upper tidal reaches into 

the mainstem York.  Then some of that could slosh back upstream again.  “modern or 
historical bypass”

• Shoreline erosion

Many of these swamps have been shown to be artifacts of post-colonial erosions. There is 
evidence that head-of-tide port cities are cut off from tidal rivers



How do we tie these findings to Qian and Joel’s?
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